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Angels and Demons - Book Two is the continuation of stories about real encounters of powerful

angels and deceiving demons. For those who believe in or "walk" in the power of God, these stories

may sound like pieces of your own life... To others who have not experienced these things they may

sound a bit strange and over the top. The important thing to realize is that God's angels DO help us

and protect us even today. Also, in dealing with demons it is important to remember that they are

subject to the name and authority of Jesus Christ. Because I see these types of things, I can give

you a glimpse of what is happening in these unseen realms and thereby give you a little more

understanding of what is happening when you pray and engage Heaven.Please do not read these

stories as merely entertainment, but as something you can learn from or be encouraged by.
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As a person that interacts with angels often, one of my favourite types of books is on angels.

Michael does not disappoint. It seems that these books, book 1 and book 2 seem to come from his



journals that he keeps. I am not sure how many stories he has in his journals but I guess we will see

more books in the future.What I find most encouraging about Michael is his ability to admit when he

messes up and does something that is wrong. Many of us mess up, but most people would not

include that in a story we are sharing. This makes Michael more endearing to me, because as he

mentions his mistake we learn the lesson that he learned if we are paying attention.This book had

some good stories in it. I like the story about the angel of the house when he was in Germany and

the story of the angel of the hotel. I feel as people read more stories of angels that they can be

assured that angels are in their lives too. I think one of the keys to seeing angels and interacting

with them is to have child like faith and to have a very close relationship with Jesus.I have to admit

the demonic stories were a little scary. I can imagine encountering demons and satan's workforce

but I guess I am not really engaging them. I have had encounters with demons and one day will

write about them, but I am not very experienced in spiritual warfare like Michael.Do you want your

eyes opened you should check out this book as well as book 1With loveMatthew Robert

PayneAuthor of 12 books on  and five on Audible

Michael outdid himself this time! Such a gifted writer, he is clear, concise and explains how each

situation he encountered was solved. A practical book that offers amazing stories and solutions to

spiritual issues. Do yourself a favor and get a pen and notebook ready to take notes with as you

read. Your going to need them!

I loved the way the author explains the topic..it's a must for anyone interested in the

supernatural...enjoy the read..highly recommended

All Michaels books have so much insights and its great that he includes bible verses in every

chapter along with his experiences!!!
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